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ENGAGEMENT CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES  
“I have this dream. I’m in England, London at the Olympics. I can hear the announcer. They are 

going to say it like, ‘And the first woman Olympian at 165 pounds is Claressa Shields!’  In my 

dream, I’ll be looking around and I’ll be thinking to myself ‘How did I get here?’” 

-Claressa Shields, T- Rex 

 

Engaging with the documentary T-Rex offers communities an opportunity to learn about the 

experiences of girls and women in sports, particularly those from minority communities, and in 

sports in which women do not traditionally participate. This film also challenges communities to 

reflect upon the critical role of mentors in the lives of girls and young women, and to examine the 

principle and value of perseverance in the face of gender and racial stereotypes, poverty, and 

difficult family dynamics. Through learning the story of one extraordinarily talented athlete, 

Claressa “T-Rex” Shields, viewers can begin a critical dialogue on the intersection of gender, 

race, and poverty with sports and how each affect ambitions and goals of all youth, including 

boys and young men. Some suggested ways to engage and encourage this dialogue may include: 

 

● Igniting conversations about the various needs, opportunities, and support systems 

necessary for girls and young women to succeed in sports. (e.g. Learning about Title IX, 

nurturing a healthy body, goal setting, navigating difficult economic, family, and societal 

issues, etc.). 

● Connecting with mentor organizations and sports programs that provide resources, 

programs, and opportunities for all youth to pursue sports in their lives (e.g. provide 

tabling opportunities or organize an on-site resource fair). 
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● Highlighting local success stories from athletes, coaches, and community members who 

are working to support girls and young women in sports particularly from minority and 

underserved communities and in sports. 

● Gaining greater awareness of the disparities and obstacles that exist for girls and young 

women, and in particular young women of color, in sports and discussing strategies to 

address and navigate the range of issues they face. 

● Celebrating individuals, such as Claressa, who dare to be different and, in spite of 

cultural or gender expectations, remain true to themselves and their aspirations.   

● Connecting Claressa’s story to all youth, regardless of race, gender or economic 

circumstance, who seek safe spaces to explore and develop their physical, emotional and 

intellectual strengths and persevere to reach their goals. 

UPDATES ON CLARESSA: WHERE IS SHE NOW? 
For a while, Claressa was unsure what to do after returning to Flint with the gold medal. She tried 
a semester of college but couldn’t make the course work fit with her competition schedule. She 

considered getting married and starting a family. She tried to settle back into her life in Flint but 

eventually realized she couldn’t focus on her training with all the drama that surrounded her there. 
She and Rell continued their on-again-off again relationship for several years.  

 

Although they are no longer training together, Claressa and Jason both say that they will always 

be connected. They’ve been to several screenings together and have spoken candidly about the 
difficulties they faced in separating their family relationship and their boxing relationship.  

 

Brianna, Claressa’s sister, is still in Flint. She has a two-year-old son and she is a full time single 
parent.  Claressa’s younger brother Peanut has also become a parent. He is the father of two.  

  

Last year, Claressa moved to the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs, CO to focus on 

training.  She is surrounded by other elite athletes, her boxing colleagues and a new Olympic 
coach (who will be the coach who works with her at the Rio Olympics). 

 

Claressa recently celebrated her 21st birthday. She has traveled the world boxing for team USA. 
Her 69-1 record is unparalleled in women’s boxing. It is possible that she is the best female boxer 

that has ever lived. She is on track to repeat her performance in the Rio Olympics. This time 

around, the world is taking notice.  
 

She has an agent who has secured her a commercial and one sponsor although it remains a 

struggle to find endorsements for a female boxer. She’s been on HBO, ESPN, and the 

documentary T-Rex has been optioned by Universal Pictures for a feature film. Whenever she can, 
Claressa has traveled with the film speaking about the Flint water crisis and the need for 

opportunity for young people. 

 
(See also this March 19, 2016 article in the Detroit Free Press for further updates about Claressa) 

http://www.freep.com/story/sports/columnists/jeff-seidel/2016/03/26/seidel-claressa-shields-column/82296546/
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FRAMING THE CONVERSATION 
One of the most exciting and challenging aspects of screening events often takes place after the 

credits roll and participants begin to reflect on the film’s connections to themselves, their 

community, and society. T-Rex suggests many questions specific to the film and more general 

topics for further dialogue including: 

 

Questions specific to T-Rex 

● What does it take to reach a goal?  

● Why was Claressa able to achieve her goal while her sister Brianna does not? And why 

does one person achieve their dream while others don’t?   

● How did the challenges and obstacles Claressa faced as a child contribute to her drive, 

perseverance, and commitment to succeed? What can we learn from her and her story? 

● How do gender, race, and economic circumstances intersect with youth’s success in 

school and in sports? Why did Claressa not receive immediate endorsements after 

winning the gold medal?  

● In the film Claressa says, “Without boxing I don’t know where I would be.” How did 

boxing change the trajectory of her life?   

● How can sports enhance or hinder all youth’s experiences?  

● Claressa’s father first took her to the boxing gym and then she had to convince her family 

and coach to let her box competitively. What cultural expectations exist that keep girls in 

our community, and around the world, from achieving dreams? When are these cautions 

appropriate and when should they be challenged? What does it take to overcome such 

obstacles? 

● Where would Claressa be without a mentor such as Jason? What challenges and 

sacrifices did Jason make to help Claressa? What are the challenges to successful 

mentorship? 

● Jason shares in the film that every coach looks for a champion to push and mentor. With 

this sentiment in mind, what role did Claressa play in Jason’s life as a coach? In what 

ways did he benefit from coaching her? 

 

General Topics for Dialogue  

● Gender and racial discrimination in sports; 

● The intersections of economically depressed communities, under-resourced educational 

systems and institutionalized racism; 

● Society’s expectations of a female athlete, and what types of sports have traditionally 

been more acceptable for women to participate in; 

● The role of alcohol and sexual abuse and its impact on children’s lives; (on families in 

general — parents are often survivors of sexual and alcohol abuse and have not addressed 

this trauma and addiction in their lives.) 
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● The importance and complexity of mentor relationships and other consistent, caring 

adults in a young person’s life; 

● The value and importance of celebrating youth. 

CREATING A SAFE SPACE FOR DIALOGUE 
Conversations around these questions and topics can be highly emotional and touch our personal 

lives in many ways. When discussed in large or small public forums, creating safe and inclusive 

settings for all participants is what invites the greatest learning and growth to occur. 

 

As a facilitator it may be helpful to think about these ideas prior to your event. 

● Authentic engagement requires each member feel welcome and able to express their 

opinions.  

● Post-screening conversations are initiated to allow a plurality of voices to be heard and 

respected.  

● Community screening events are not intended to solve a problem in real time but to spark 

civic conversations, forge connections, and learn together in community. 

● Discussing and negotiating terms to use and frameworks to follow with community 

partners and fellow facilitators prior to any event is always recommended.  

  

With a youth focused event, or when there are young adults in the audience, it is particularly 

important to create a space for open, safe, and trusting dialogue. The sensitive topics in this film 

may “hit home” for many participants and in order to invite open dialogue, it is critical to be 

explicit about expectations and conversational norms. For tips on creating a safe space for 

conversations, review the Peace Officer discussion guide. (See “Note about Facilitating 

Conversations for Civic Dialogue”):  

http://independentlens.s3.amazonaws.com/1700/peace-officer/Peace-Officer_Discussion-Guide.pdf.  

 

Public Conversations Project also has a free in-depth guide “Fostering Dialogue Across Divides: 

A Nut and Bolts Guide:”  

http://publicconversations.org/resource/fostering-dialogue-across-divides-nuts-and-bolts-guide-public-conversations-project 

 

And a series of virtual workshops on dialogue: 

http://www.publicconversations.org/resource/dialogue-virtual-workshop 

 

http://independentlens.s3.amazonaws.com/1700/peace-officer/Peace-Officer_Discussion-Guide.pdf
http://publicconversations.org/resource/fostering-dialogue-across-divides-nuts-and-bolts-guide-public-conversations-project
http://www.publicconversations.org/resource/dialogue-virtual-workshop
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POTENTIAL PARTNERS AND/OR SPEAKERS TO 
CONSIDER  

Given the film’s honest portrayal of economic disparity and poverty in Flint, Michigan, 

particularly in light of the exposure to lead in the city’s water in 2015, it is critical to reach out for 

partnership opportunities with local civic, athletic, and educational organizations who have a 

long-standing commitment to deep engagement on issues of racial, economic, and educational 

equity. Inviting partnership includes working together to ensure the success of the event on many 

levels. This could include offering visibility for their group, including volunteers and leadership 

in planning the event, working together on promotional outreach, shaping the post-screening 

discussion and/or engagement activity, and carrying out the responsibilities of the event itself. 

Including multiple voices, and prioritizing the experiences of female athletes, brings a realistic 

view of the discipline necessary to be a successful. The role of the facilitator is to be intentional 

in these efforts: listen and ask for input from all community members. 

 

Review the “Topics and Issues Relevant to the Film” and “Resources” sections of this guide and 

consider the following ideas for types of potential partners and/or speakers to engage: 

● GuideStar has a robust catalogue of contact information for non-profit organizations 

across the country, searchable by keyword, city, and/or state. Find relevant local non-

profit organizations near you by searching for “female” “women” “girls” “sports” 

“boxing” or other keywords: http://www.guidestar.org/AdvancedSearch.aspx  

● National organizations that support girl and women athletes. See if there are local 

chapters or affiliates. For example:  

● Women’s Sport Foundation (WSF), established by trailblazer tennis legend Billie 

Jean King, is dedicated to ensuring that all girls have access to sports.  The 

foundation offers grants, scholarships and leadership growth.  

http://www.womenssportsfoundation.org   

● Empowering Women and Girls Through Sports, an initiative of the US 

Department of State. http://globalsportswomen.org/  

● Black Women in Sports Foundation, whose mission is to increase the 

involvement of black women and girls in all aspects of sport. 

http://www.blackwomeninsport.org/  

● Organizations that support women and girls across various disciplines, for example: 

● Find a Girls Inc. chapter near you:               

http://www.girlsinc.org/findagirlsinc./girls-inc-usa-and-canada.html    

● Find your local Girl Scouts council:                    

http://www.girlscouts.org/en/about-girl-scouts/join/council-finder.html 

● Find your local YWCA: 

http://www.ywca.org/site/c.cuIRJ7NTKrLaG/b.7527667/k.C931/Local_Associati

ons/apps/kb/cs/contactsearch.asp 

http://www.guidestar.org/AdvancedSearch.aspx
http://www.womenssportsfoundation.org/
http://globalsportswomen.org/
http://www.blackwomeninsport.org/
http://www.girlsinc.org/findagirlsinc./girls-inc-usa-and-canada.html
http://www.girlscouts.org/en/about-girl-scouts/join/council-finder.html
http://www.ywca.org/site/c.cuIRJ7NTKrLaG/b.7527667/k.C931/Local_Associations/apps/kb/cs/contactsearch.asp
http://www.ywca.org/site/c.cuIRJ7NTKrLaG/b.7527667/k.C931/Local_Associations/apps/kb/cs/contactsearch.asp
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● Find a local branch of the American Association of University Women: 

https://ww2.aauw.org/branch_locator/index.php 

 

● Local female athletes, coaches, and representatives from sports teams – at the high 

school, college, and/or professional level. Consider pairing a local female athlete and her 

coach together on a panel, to discuss the dynamics of their own relationship. If possible, 

spotlight a local female boxer. If this is difficult, consider broadening the scope and 

consider female athletes that specialize in other sports (especially those that women are 

traditionally not represented in, such as football, hockey, fencing, archery, or others).   

● Sports focused organizations, especially with programs supporting youth and women and 

girls. Consider if any of your partners for In Football We Trust might be interested in 

collaborating with you on this film. Some suggestions to consider:  

● Find a local chapter of the National Alliance for Youth Sports: 

https://www.nays.org/about/partners/   

● Find your local Boys & Girls Club, and see if they are part of youth empowerment 

programs and youth in sports programs. 

http://www.bgca.org/whoweare/pages/findaclub.aspx 

● Find a local chapter of the Positive Coaching Alliance (click on the map icon on the top 

that reads “Visit Our Chapter Websites”): https://www.positivecoach.org/   

● Any local sports-focused organizations with a range of activities and are intentional in 

including girls and young women.  

● Explore Meetups (http://meetup.com/) as a strategy to expand audience outreach efforts. 

Try searching for women’s and co-ed athletic meet-ups. 

 

AUDIENCE CONVERSATION STARTERS 
Your T-Rex DVD features the following conversation starter on the menu screen before the film 

starts:  

 

How does our culture expect girls to behave? 

 

Project the conversation starter before the film begins and as guests are taking their seat at the 

venue. Encourage participants to turn to a person sitting near them to share their answers for two 

to three minutes including any recent examples that come to mind. Then, invite a few people to 

share with the entire group if time permits. 

 

Show the short video “Bout Time: Claressa Shields”, an unprecedented collaboration spearheaded 

by the film’s producer Sue Jaye Johnson and between The New York Times, NPR and WNYC to 

tell the story of the first women to box in the Olympic games (which lead her to work on T-Rex). 

https://ww2.aauw.org/branch_locator/index.php
https://www.nays.org/about/partners/
http://www.bgca.org/whoweare/pages/findaclub.aspx
https://www.positivecoach.org/
http://meetup.com/
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This short background video offers viewers valuable insight to both Claressa and Jason prior to 

her Olympic gold. Access the video here: 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/01/29/magazine/boxing-women.html?_r=0#index 

ENGAGEMENT BEYOND A PANEL DISCUSSION 
T-Rex invites audience members to consider many difficult and complicated issues by following 

the journey of Claressa “T-Rex” Shields, a 17 year old woman who qualifies for the Olympics, 

wins a gold medal in the 2012 London games, yet struggles upon her return because of the lack of 

endorsement offers, family tensions, and a growing rift with her coach.   

 

Because of the breadth of issues within the film, suggestions for post-screening are organized into 

two sections:  (1) Engagement Resources and Suggested Activities, including relevant topics 

and curated materials with suggested activities to use in your post-screening events; (2) 

Engagement Strategies in which these topics and resources can be adapted and mixed together 

depending upon size, venue, audience, and community engagement objectives.  

 

Engagement Resources with Suggested Activities 

While panel discussions and presentations by local leaders are always a great resource for a post-

screening event, the rich and timely themes throughout T-Rex provide an opportunity for audience 

members, particularly youth, to reflect on the film and learn from one another in innovative and 

thought provoking ways. 

 

Topic 1: Equity and Title IX 

While Claressa trained at a local gym in her community, it is important for communities to 

consider how equal access and opportunity for young girls and women in sports often begins in 

schools or other educational settings. Discuss the different ways girls and women get introduced 

and are welcomed into playing sports. How does the media represent or report on women in 

sports? What are the obstacles that remain in place?  

 

Remind audiences of the 1972 Title IX education amendment that requires any school receiving 

federal funding, from elementary to university level, to provide fair and equal treatment of the 

sexes in all areas, including athletics. Read aloud Title IX: “No person in the United States shall, 

on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to 

discrimination under any education program or activity receiving federal financial assistance." 

Discuss how the passage of Title IX education amendment in 1972 has changed the landscape of 

education and athletics for girls.  

 

Below are resources and suggested activities that can be used to help shape audience dialogue 

around girls and equity in sports in educational settings. These resources are geared for adult 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/01/29/magazine/boxing-women.html?_r=0#index
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audiences seeking to address issues of women and equity in sports and a deeper dialogue on Title 

IX. As a facilitator you may choose to make available one or more of these sources for your 

audience to discuss in small groups or as a take-away handout. These sources can also be used to 

build your own background knowledge as a facilitator. 

 

• Read this synopsis of a 2010 study describing how girls’ participation in sports yields 

higher income later in life: http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/02/15/as-girls-become-

women-sports-pay-dividends/?_r=1.   

• “A Ring of One’s Own”, Ariel Levy’s May 7, 2012 article from The New Yorker 

Magazine. This article gets at some key issues about women and sports and the slight 

variation in the rules for women. Discuss with participants why these variations exist? Do 

they think they will ever change?  http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2012/05/07/a-

ring-of-ones-own 

• Discuss the skills and attitudes that sports participation offers girls. How might these 

skills relate to equipping young women for future workplace and civic engagement? 

What can audiences do to help support girls’ participation in sports early in life? 

“Finishing Last: Girls of Color and School Sports Opportunities” is an invaluable report 

about the disparity between girls of color and their white peers. 

http://nwlc.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/final_nwlc_girlsfinishinglast_report.pdf 

• Download The National Women’s Law Center Checklist for Title IX, which explores “Is 

the Playing Field Level for Women and Girls at Your School?”: http://nwlc.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/08/Checkitout.pdf.  Discuss the questions provided, and lead 

audience members in making a pledge to inventory their school around the checklist 

areas if they are a student, their children’s school if they are a parent, or a school in their 

neighborhood if they are a community member. 

• Up2Us - A national organization providing funding for training coaches in trauma 

sensitive coaching. As their mission explains, “As the nationwide leader in sports-based 

youth development, Up2Us Sports harnesses the power of sports to reduce youth 

violence, promote health, and inspire academic success for kids in every community. Our 

research, training, and on-the-ground initiatives empower sports programs across the 

country to become a united force for meaningful change.” https://www.up2us.org/ 

Explore the “Solutions” section of the organization and read their Blog. Share the success 

they have achieved and the identifiable interventions they recommend. 

 

Topic 2: Teaching Fitness 

(For Girls in Sports in Educational Settings, Classroom or Workshop Setting) 

 

Consider ways to integrate teaching sports and fitness activities at your event to tie to the themes 

in the film. For example, collaborate with a local female athlete, coach, or fitness trainer to lead 

your audience in fitness exercises, or even in learning a few basic boxing moves. Even better: 

http://nwlc.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Checkitout.pdf
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find youth who are interested in leading your audience through these activities. See if your local 

gym or sports center is interested in sponsoring the event, and would be willing to offer free day 

passes as prizes to raffle off as incentive for participants to complete audience surveys.   

 

Topic 3: Place Matters: Growing up in Flint, Michigan 

In 2015 Flint, Michigan became headline news as city residents exposed dangerous levels of lead 

in their city’s water. A year prior, in an effort to cut costs, a state appointed city manager 

switched the city’s water source from Detroit to the Flint River.  

 

While Claressa Shield came of age in Flint prior to the current water crisis, this most recent event 

shines a spotlight on a city suffering from years of economic depression and negligence. 

 

To better understand the community of Flint and the context in which Claressa was raised, show 

the following short clip from PBS to build background knowledge.  

“In Flint, public trust poisoned by toxic drinking water.” 

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/in-flint-public-trust-poisoned-by-toxic-drinking-water-crisis-2/ 

 

Depending upon the space of your screening, if there are small tables available, have viewers 

assemble and discuss what they learned about Flint from the film. 

 

● How is your city like or unlike Flint?   

 

If your format is open to small group discussion, you may also choose to copy one of the articles 

below to read and discuss. 

 

The Racist Roots of Flint’s Water Crisis: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/racist-roots-of-

flints-water-crisis_us_56b12953e4b04f9b57d7b118 

 

A Question of Environmental Racism in Flint: http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/22/us/a-

question-of-environmental-racism-in-flint.html 

 

You might also consider including activities at your event that could help support the community 

in Flint, e.g. raising awareness about the various organizations working to provide aid to the 

community. An example of an organization to highlight is the United Way of Genesee County’s 

Flint Water Fund, who is committed to bringing clean water to families in Flint. You can also 

collect water bottles and filters at your event to donate – but make sure you notify guests about 

this in advance through your event invites. Read more about the Flint Water Fund here: 

http://www.unitedwaygenesee.org/civicrm/contribute/transact?reset=1&id=5, and guidelines 

from the state of Michigan about water bottle and filter donation guidelines here: 

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/in-flint-public-trust-poisoned-by-toxic-drinking-water-crisis-2/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/racist-roots-of-flints-water-crisis_us_56b12953e4b04f9b57d7b118
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/racist-roots-of-flints-water-crisis_us_56b12953e4b04f9b57d7b118
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/22/us/a-question-of-environmental-racism-in-flint.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/22/us/a-question-of-environmental-racism-in-flint.html
http://www.unitedwaygenesee.org/civicrm/contribute/transact?reset=1&id=5
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http://www.michigan.gov/documents/flintwater/Guidelines_for_Water_Donations_Drives_51168

5_7.pdf?20160128180116. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/22/us/a-question-of-environmental-racism-in-flint.html 

 

Topic 4: The Politics of the Olympics    

The Olympics are the premiere sporting event worldwide. The medal count is always big news 

but most amateur athletes struggle for the resources to compete at an elite level.  

 

Claressa “T-Rex” Shields made history at the London 2012 games as the first woman to win 

Olympic Gold in Boxing, the last Summer Olympic sport to exclude women. Boxing is largely 

viewed as a “non-traditional” sport for women. However, for any amateur athlete the pinnacle of 

achievement is to win a gold medal and represent your country at an Olympic game. For Claressa 

and her coach, Jason Crutchfield, this ambitious goal was achieved.    

 

Over time Olympic games have evolved, expanding in the number of sporting events and, at 

times, reflecting the social and political issues of the time. Project the following questions for the 

audience to discuss. 

● Which sports and athletes get our attention and support and which ones don’t? Why? 

● Do the sports showcased and the athletes represent our country?  How? 

 

Given that Claressa will be participating in the 2016 Rio de Janeiro Summer Olympic games, 

consider an event focusing on the Olympics and the athletes who participate. Research if any 

Olympic athletes come from your community. Invite them to attend and share their experience as 

an Olympian. In lieu of a local athlete, the following resources and suggested engagements 

strategies will allow the community to connect to T-Rex and situate the experience of Claressa 

with the larger context of Olympic history. 

 

1. Share the Olympic motto with your audience. “Citius – Altius – Fortius” (Faster, Higher, 

Stronger). Ask participants to relate the motto to Claressa’s journey to the Olympics?  In what 

ways did she need to be faster, higher, stronger to get where she did? 

 

2. Review with your group a historical timeline of women participants in Olympic events. 

https://www.nwhm.org/online-exhibits/olympics/participants.htm 

● What do participants notice or see? 

● What meaning or interpretation do you have of this information? 

● What questions remain? 

 

3. Project photographs, or create a photography installation, of images from previous Olympic 

games provided below to tell a visual story. Some images are well known, while others may be 

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/flintwater/Guidelines_for_Water_Donations_Drives_511685_7.pdf?20160128180116.
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/flintwater/Guidelines_for_Water_Donations_Drives_511685_7.pdf?20160128180116.
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/22/us/a-question-of-environmental-racism-in-flint.html
https://www.nwhm.org/online-exhibits/olympics/participants.htm
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less familiar.  Lead participants through a visual analysis exercise at small table groups, of if in a 

larger auditorium ask viewers to turn to someone nearby to discuss their responses. 

● What do you see? 

● What interpretations can you make of this image? 

● What questions remain? 

 

Images from Sue Jaye Johnson’s project between The New York Times, NPR and WNYC can 
also be projected at your event, or to create an installation of visual representations of female 

athletes.  http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/01/29/magazine/boxing-

women.html?_r=0#index 

 

Olympic Images: 

• 1936 Jesse Owens  

http://www.theguardian.com/sport/gallery/2011/dec/21/athletics 

• 1960 Wilma Rudolph 

http://www.theguardian.com/sport/gallery/2012/jun/01/olympic-moments-wilma-

rudolph-gallery 

• 1968 Mexico City Olympics: Black Power Salute  

http://time.com/3880999/black-power-salute-tommie-smith-and-john-carlos-at-the-1968-

olympics/ 

• 2012 Sarah Attar and the inclusion of women athletes from Saudi Arabia. 

http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2012/08/the-symbolic-victories-of-

saudi-arabias-female-olympians/260998/ 

• 2012 Claressa Shields 

http://sports.yahoo.com/blogs/fourth-place-medal/claressa-shields-wins-first-u-women-

boxing-gold-164414857--oly.html 

 

Topic 5: Endorsements and Gendered Expectations in Sports 

Examining the expectations and pressures put on successful Olympic athletes to receive product 

endorsements, and lucrative contracts, revealed another side of Olympic competition. In several 

instances in the film Claressa’s coach, Jason Crutchfield, refers to Gymnast Gabby Douglas and 

the many endorsements she received following the 2012 London games.  

 

To re-familiarize yourself with Gabby’s story, read the following article with your audience.  

http://adage.com/article/news/gabby-douglas-gold-worth-millions-endorsement-deals/236509/ 

 

Compare and contrast the experience of these two young, very accomplished African American 

Olympic athletes. What factors may account for the difference between the experiences of 

Gymnast Gabby Douglas to Boxer Claressa “T-Rex” Shields? Do you think there are sports that 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/01/29/magazine/boxing-women.html?_r=0#index
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/01/29/magazine/boxing-women.html?_r=0#index
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/gallery/2011/dec/21/athletics
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/gallery/2012/jun/01/olympic-moments-wilma-rudolph-gallery
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/gallery/2012/jun/01/olympic-moments-wilma-rudolph-gallery
http://time.com/3880999/black-power-salute-tommie-smith-and-john-carlos-at-the-1968-olympics/
http://time.com/3880999/black-power-salute-tommie-smith-and-john-carlos-at-the-1968-olympics/
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2012/08/the-symbolic-victories-of-saudi-arabias-female-olympians/260998/
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2012/08/the-symbolic-victories-of-saudi-arabias-female-olympians/260998/
http://sports.yahoo.com/blogs/fourth-place-medal/claressa-shields-wins-first-u-women-boxing-gold-164414857--oly.html
http://sports.yahoo.com/blogs/fourth-place-medal/claressa-shields-wins-first-u-women-boxing-gold-164414857--oly.html
http://adage.com/article/news/gabby-douglas-gold-worth-millions-endorsement-deals/236509/
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are traditionally considered more acceptable than others for women and girls to participate in? If 

so, what implications do you think those expectations carry?  

ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES 
● Partner Roundtables: Organize a post-screening roundtable where community leaders or 

representatives are assigned to one small round table. After the film concludes, ask 

viewers to move to tables that have signs designating the organization/individual who 

will be at the table. This format invites a more open-ended discussion. However, if 

screening the film in a theater, this format requires audience members to move into space 

large enough for small tables.  Alternatively you may choose to find a community center 

to host the screening eliminating the need to move. (Optimal strategy for larger settings 

with the objective of building community coalitions and addressing these issues 

collectively.) 

 

● World Café Conversation: The World Café approach is somewhat similar to the partner 

roundtables method, but is less individual/organization driven and is focused much more 

on group conversational leadership. More information and free resources to design a 

World Café conversation are at: http://www.theworldcafe.com/key-concepts-

resources/world-cafe-method/. (Optimal strategy for large community settings.) 

 

● Unpacking the Film: Throughout the viewing of T-Rex we witness many emotionally 

charged moments in Claressa “T-Rex” Shields’ life and also gain hints of the many 

obstacles she had to overcome at a young age to accomplish all she was able to achieve. 

“Unpacking the Film,” like unpacking a box from storage or a suitcase after a long 

journey, allows participants to focus on one scene or a sequence of scenes in the film and 

to “unpack” the complexity of what is being presented. 

 

For example, after Claressa returns home to Flint she is greeted with a great deal of 

fanfare - a local parade, an assembly at her school and media coverage.  Soon after, we 

see Claressa accompanying her mother to a collection agency in Flint to pay a past-due 

bill. As viewers, we do not stop and immediately discuss this moment, but when 

juxtaposed together such difficult moments warrant and deserve thoughtful discussion in 

a post-viewing engagement event.  

 

● What are your emotional reactions to this scene(s)? 

● How does this scene, or scenes, deepen your understanding of Claressa or the 

larger topics within the film? 

● What other scenes from the film stood out? Why? 

http://www.theworldcafe.com/key-concepts-resources/world-cafe-method/
http://www.theworldcafe.com/key-concepts-resources/world-cafe-method/
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BACKGROUND READING ON CLARESSA FOR 
FACILITATORS 
As a facilitator it may be helpful to read the articles below to build background knowledge on 

Claressa as an athlete in a sport that women are traditionally not represented prior to facilitating 

your conversation. 

 

“Undefeated”, Lisa Armstrong’s August 2012 article in Essence Magazine.  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/external_clips/256867/Claressa_Shileds-Armstrong.pdf?1365031787 

 

Interview in Al Jazeera online, May 20, 2015. 

http://america.aljazeera.com/watch/shows/america-tonight/articles/2015/3/20/sxdiaries-claressa-

shields.html 

 

For additional discussion ideas, check out the San Francisco Film Society’s Viewing Guide 

for T-Rex. 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/external_clips/256867/Claressa_Shileds-Armstrong.pdf?1365031787
http://america.aljazeera.com/watch/shows/america-tonight/articles/2015/3/20/sxdiaries-claressa-shields.html
http://america.aljazeera.com/watch/shows/america-tonight/articles/2015/3/20/sxdiaries-claressa-shields.html
http://filmed.sffs.org/film-ed/lesson-library/sffs-viewing-guides/t-rex-sffs-viewing-guide
http://filmed.sffs.org/film-ed/lesson-library/sffs-viewing-guides/t-rex-sffs-viewing-guide

